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Stop them all app store games

Ross Martin /TwitterNow that the Oculus Rift headset is heading to consumers, Facebook-owned Oculus VR has launched a new software development kit, Oculus PC (SDK), version 1.3. Available now at Oculus Developer Center, this new SDK not only includes support for the new consumer edition, but provides integration into the latest versions of the Unreal Engine and Unity
platforms. The company has also unleashed the Oculus Platform SDK 1.0 platform, which allows developers to add features such as peer-to-peer matchmaking and leader boards to games and apps. However, along with this announcement, Oculus VR has shown that developers don't necessarily have to offer their Oculus Rift games and apps at the Oculus store. In fact, they can
use their own in-app procurement system (IAP) if they wish, meaning Oculus VR won't take a profit cut. Even more, developers can sell their Oculus PC product to the community through the Oculus platform, asking for keys without royalties. To access this content, Oculus Rift owners must enable the Unknown Sources option in the Oculus desktop application. However, the
company notes that Oculus apps sold on other distribution platforms will still have to provide the means to return to the main menu. They will also have to provide notifications, health and safety notices, and platform overlays. The Oculus platform and store are designed to provide the best VR experience and content, but we also recognize that people will want to use apps that
aren't available on the Oculus platform or in-store, the company said Monday. Oculus VR has also launched two new sections at the Oculus store on PC: Concepts and Early Access. The first is based on Oculus Share and provides developers with the means to publish innovative experiments and technological demonstrations. Another section, Early Access, contains games and
apps that are still running, and developers are looking for feedback from the Oculus Rift community. For developers who still tower on the second-generation rift development hardware kit (DK2), they can use a functional unit with the latest SDKs throughout the year. However, the company notes that SDK2 is not supported as a consumer device. The Oculus Rift is now shipping to
consumers. Palmer Luckey personally delivered the first headset to a guy in Alaska in a Hawaiian shirt and flip flops. The recipient, Ross Martin, was actually at work, so they couldn't light up the VR headset. Instead, they talked on a variety of topics, including the development of the Rift. I said, hey guys, I've been working on this since 2009, we've been working on Oculus since
2012, I'll be damned if some random delivery guy is going to get pleasure from delivering the first Rift. It's mine. Luckey told Polygon. So I could understand that I could take a day out of the startup process fast holidays in Alaska. He also commented on Twitter that hiking in Alaska in winter flip-flops was a mistake. Reviews of the consumer Oculus Rift are now unfolding, and they
seem a little mixed. Naturally, customers need a somewhat high-end computer tied to the headset, limiting movement. Touch controls are also not available at startup, but the hardware itself is reportedly amazing, as we expected. Those wearing glasses may also have problems with the headset, so keep this in mind (or slap on a couple of contacts). MacOS Spotlight's Mastery
editor recommendations are a search engine for your Mac that helps you find documents, contacts, apps, dictionary definitions, and more. Spotlight Suggestions will help you find relevant information online, too. Learn how to get more attention on your Mac! (Pocket-lint) - We recently told you how EA cut tiger Woods' PGA Tour price for the iPhone, during its inclusion in our
feature day app. And now it seems that it's not just EA that has lowered the price of its iPhone games, there's been a massive price cut for a huge number of big names, from many different developers. Fortunately, pocket game blog, browsed the App Store to find you the best titles and brilliantly listed them all in one convenient place.59p titles include: Secret Monkey Island:
Special Edition, Monkey Island 2 Special Edition: Revenge of LeHuk, Peggle, Osmos, Spider: The Mystery of The Bryce Manor, Denonia, Archetyp, Assassin's Creed II, Bookworm, Doom II RPG, NHL 2K11 , Zombie Infection, Civilization Revolution , soccer superstars, geometry of war: touch, puzzle agent, spore creatures, predators, ice skating, need for undercover speed, NBA
Live, Tiger Woods PGA Tour and Madden NFL 11.£1.19 titles include: Team & Conquer: Red Alert, Doom, Myst, Zenia 2, Hills and Rivers Remain, Hybrid 2: The Saga of Nostalgia, Fantasy Star II, Star Wars: : Sky Invasion, Crash Bandicot Nitro Kart 2, NCAA Football, Risk: Official Game and Tony Hawke Pro Skater 2 Best Games PS5 2020: Amazing PlayStation 5 titles to pick
up £1.79 titles include: Real Race, NFL 2011 and Driver £2.99 titles includeCall of Duty Zombies , Call of Duty Zombies HD and FIFA 10.Phew, this is a whole lotta of games to be done. It's not known how long prices will stay cut, so if there's a name that you really fancy, make sure you act quickly so as not to miss out. Writing by Paul Lamkin. GP2X Wiz gets the App Store in
August Gamepark will soon release a gp2X Wiz open source portable gaming console, with the company informing TechRadar of its plans to open its first outdoor gaming content store this summer. GPH makes R&D for the SDK, and soon it will be done, - said in the ad only with Gamepark Gamepark Holdings Co., Ltd is about to open an outdoor gaming content store during
August 2009, the report continues. From August 2009, everyone will be able to produce games and other programs and share and sell them with users around the world. GP2X App StoreSo, if you imagine making your own games and distributing them to GP2X owners around the world - almost the same as with Apple's hugely successful App Store, you'll soon be given that exact
opportunity. GPH has been working on the store since November 2008 and will run in-store tests during June 2009 following the launch of GP2X Wiz in the UK. User reviews will then be used to make it an ideal experience for everyone, so you'll be able to download free software but also purchase paid apps. Open Store (FunGP) game content will work online, but also with your
GP2X Wiz using a Wi-Fi adapter (to be released separately to the console). Stay tuned for our full and deep hands with GP2X Wiz in the coming weeks. Weeks.
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